Adirondack Chair Assembly Instructions
Thank you for your purchase of the Built to Last Adirondack Chair.
Simply follow the directions below and you will soon be ready to enjoy your chair.
Please call us at 877.258.2578 if you have any problems with assembly. Your satisfaction is guaranteed.
First, make sure you have all the pieces as shown below, along with a bag
containing 24 long screws, 4 shorter screws and a square drive bit for your
drill.

Remove the screws from the bag. Start the screws into the countersunk holes
on all the pieces. Note: the 4 shorter screws are for the bottom of the
back section. The longer screws go in all the other countersunk holes. There
are 2 extra long screws included in case you need them. Advance the screws
into the pieces but do not let them protrude the other side at this time.
Hint: When advancing the screws keep the drill bit lined up with the
screw to avoid stripping the head.
After all the screws are started you are ready to assemble. Follow the
sequence on next page.
Keeping your furniture clean: Maintenace requirements will vary by location.
Generally, an occasional rinsing by hose will keep the furniture clean. A
pressure washer will do the best job but be careful not to apply too much
pressure (which will "feather" the surface). For tough dirt/stains spray Clorox
Cleanup or Tilex onto the furniture, allow to sit for a few minutes and rinse
off with a hose or pressure wash. Stubborn stains may require a little
scrubbing with a scrub-brush. Another option is a mixture of TSP, water and
clorox (TSP is found in the paint section of the hardware store).

Overview: Make sure the pieces being attached are pressed against each
other with no gap in between and that the screws are lined up to the
predrilled holes. Do not overtighten the screws. Advance the screw until snug.
DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN! If your drill is not variable speed be very careful
not to drive the screw in too far.

Step 1:: Lay the seat section on its side and slide the front leg section up
into the seat slat gaps. Line up the pieces at the match line and tighten the
screws. You should feel the screws find the original holes. Flip the assembly
and fasten the other front leg screws.

Step 2:: For the remaining pieces advance the screws until they protrude the
other side slightly - this will help line up the pieces easier to their original
holes. Attach rear legs - notice which way the top of the legs point.

Step 3:: Set the back section in place to attach - it may need to be squared
up to line up screws. Fasten the lower short screws first and then line up the
upper screws.

Step 4:: Attach the arms and go get a nice cool drink!
Enjoy your Adirondack Chair!!!
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